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The Easy Guide to Buying the Right Insurance for You!***Get this  Best Seller now for the special

promotion price of $2.99! Regularly priced at $4.99***Itâ€™s a fact of life: sooner or later, everyone

is going to need insurance of some sort. With all the many options out there, it can be easy to get

confused on what policy to get. This book lays out the different types of insurance and what to look

for in coverage policies so that you get the right insurance for you and your family without being

under-insured or paying for unnecessary coverage.Here's a Preview of What You Will Learn* What

is insurance?* Types of insurance* Unnecessary policies* How to understand the insurance

contractDOWNLOAD YOUR COPY TODAYComments From Other Readersâ€œIâ€™m fresh out of

moving out on my own for the first time, and I quickly found out I needed to buy my own insurance.

My head was spinning with all the different offerings out there, and I didnâ€™t want to get something

I didnâ€™t need. Thanks to this book, I was able to sort out exactly what coverage I needed.â€• â€“

Dan S. (Bedford, USA)â€œThis book should have come out years ago! It would have made my

experience with buying insurance a lot easier. On the plus side, thanks to this book, I ended up

being able to save money after I figured out that I was paying for coverage I didnâ€™t need.â€• Sue

N. (Batesville, USA)â€œGreat book. As an insurance agent myself, I can tell you that this book

covers all its bases in laying out the different policies and how they work. I also appreciated that the

author took the time to explain the underlying principles of the contract between the insurers and the

insured. So often, that seems to fall through the cracks, and understanding that is vital to having a

beneficial insurance relationship for everyone involved. I recommend this book especially to anyone

who is about to purchase their own insurance for the first timeâ€• â€“ Gretchen P. (Knoxville,

USA)Tags: insurance, buy insurance, buying insurance, insurance policy, coverage, insurance

coverage, insurance for dummies, life insurance, car insurance, health insurance, risk management,

financial service, insurance terms, economics, business insurance, AIG story
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Navigating the land of insurance can be hard and often confusing for average person. The most

information about insurance I get from the insurance company, which goal is to sell me their

insurance policy. Because of that they present their policies as the best one on the market. Luckily, I

stumble upon this book INSURANCE: The Ultimate How-To Guide on Deciding What Insurance Is

Right for You (INSURANCE).The book is short, but very informative. It provides information about

different types of insurances (life insurance, health insurance, disability insurance, vehicle

insurance) and different types of insurance policies. Furthermore I find here information on how to

understand insurance contract and to what I have to pay attention before signing it. I also learned a

bit about the history of insurance in the USA.I highly recommend INSURANCE to all of you who are

trying to figure out which vehicle policy is best for you, or wondering should you have life insurance

policy for your child or you are interested in insurance in general.

This book is so short and easy to understand. It goes from the basics of what insurance is all the

way up to how to use them to your advantage. A lot of insurance companies find ways to make

more money off of you than you're getting by having the policy in the first place! It starts with making

sure you understand everything so the book doesn't get confusing later on. It's the perfect book for

beginners in insurance. It's got so much info that's easy to understand all in one place. Since the

book is short, it also keeps it interesting and doesn't repeat things as filler to make it longer than it

needs to be.

This book explains every detail about insurances, from the top to bottom, it is written in simple



English, with very less industrial terms (which is hard to understand). The book starts with the

history of insurance in US, and then shares every aspects that we need to know about different

types of insurances. I have completed the book in just one sitting, it was fun to read.

I have been trying to find the right life insurance policy for some time now. However, I could never

truly understand all the details that make each one different. Therefore, at the age of 50, I still hadn't

gotten an insurance policy on myself. This book laid out every possible insurance you could

imagine; everything from car insurance to homeowners insurance to life insurance. There is a whole

chapter on each category of insurance with the myriad of options contained in each. I love that each

type of life insurance is discussed separately in an simple, easy-to-understand explanation. I had

been on the verge of buying a term life insurance policy, but now I see that a variable life insurance

policy and is more suited to both my needs and the needs of my family. Since reading this book, I

have purchased a life insurance policy and my wife and I feel secure and protected, should one of

us pass unexpectedly.

I recently gained the responsibility of deciding what health insurance was right for my fiance and I

was completely lost. I tried doing some research but each link I clicked on just confused me more.

That's when I saw â€œINSURANCE: The Ultimate How-To Guide on Deciding What Insurance Is

Right for Youâ€• by Ben Evans and decided to give it a try based on its good reviews. I was not

disappointed. It explained everything in an easy way without complicating things further. It covers all

types of insurance and policies. It gives you a walk-through of picking the right insurance and

recommendations. I, because of this eBook, have effectively picked out the best insurance policy for

my fiance that isn't too expensive and it also gives him everything he needs to live a healthy life

without worrying about accidents or sickness. Thank you Ben Evans for taking away what seemed

like a non-stop headache of insurance complications.

Education is power. For me most people have a vague idea of what life insurance can do or can't

do. At one time life insurance was death insurance and of course the running joke was why should I

get it if I'm gone...it is a selfish joke...there there is the I have insurance through my job. Job ends

and guess what? No more insurance.I like what one other reviewer wrote: Insurance can be hard

and often confusing for average person. The most information about insurance I get from the

insurance company, which goal is to sell me their insurance policy. Because of that they present

their policies as the best one on the market. Luckily, I stumble upon this book INSURANCE: The



Ultimate How-To Guide on Deciding What Insurance Is Right for You (INSURANCE). As an

insurance agent I truly believe that the more you know the better the choices are. I also am a firm

believer in talking to the experts. You wouldn't drill a cavity out of your mouth so why take on a

profession when there are experts out there.

This is a great topical read for anyone in need of insurance (read: everyone). The short chapters

walk you through the highlights of each major type of insurance, providing insight and

recommendations for policy selection. While highly useful for the lay person, I was personally

hoping for something that went a bit deeper, especially in the areas of life and disability insurance.

However, this is a fine launching pad for further exploration into those topics.
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